
Catbird Partners With Trapezoid to Meet Control Requirements for Security, Privacy and Compliance 
in Enterprise Cloud Environments 

 
Security and Enforcement with Continuous Monitoring for Integrity, Boundary, and Trust Will Address Over 

Twenty FISMA and FedRAMP Controls 
  
SCOTTS VALLEY, CA – February 26, 2014 Catbird, the leader in security policy automation and enforcement 
for private clouds and virtual infrastructures, announced today it has entered into a partnership with 
Trapezoid, an enterprise cloud cyber security company focused on the development and deployment of 
dynamic security and compliance postures based on platform integrity data, including Intel® Trusted 
Execution Technology (TXT). The combined solution dramatically increases security and compliance in the 
key areas of asset inventory, logical segmentation, continuous monitoring, and policy enforcement. 
  
“Customers have been asking for root-of-trust capabilities to meet dozens of requirements in FISMA, 
FedRAMP,” said Edmundo Costa, CEO of Catbird. “Trapezoid integration delivers unique security and audit 
capabilities to monitor integrity, boundary and trust information to meet FISMA Controls such as SC-11: 
Trusted Path and PE-18: Location of Information Systems. Catbird and Trapezoid are the only vendors able to 
offer continuous monitoring and enforcement to FISMA, FedRAMP and other leading standards for virtual 
and private cloud infrastructure.” 
  
"I am very excited that we are bringing together Catbird's granular understanding of the virtual network 
environment with Trapezoid's Intelligent Views of the integrity and identity of cloud platform infrastructure," 
said Robert Rounsavall, President & Cofounder of Trapezoid, Inc. "Catbird’s comprehensive security, 
compliance, and policy enforcement engine leverages Trapezoid's integrity, boundary, and trust events for 
real-time enforcement actions and alerts to policy violations creating mechanisms for potential remediation 
actions based on the integrity and trust degradation of the cloud platform that is hosting the assets Catbird is 
monitoring," continued Rounsavall.  "Catbird users can now diagram, configure, and secure their Catbird 
TrustZones not only by data flow, but also by the trust, integrity, and location of all systems and networks in 
the cloud provided by the Trapezoid Trust Visibility Engine." 
  
The combined solution will leverage Trapezoid® Marker, to meet twenty four FISMA controls across eight 
control areas by enabling workloads to be securely migrated among hybrid cloud environments and 
distributed data centers. With it, Catbird can take into account platform attestation, safer hypervisor launch, 
and geo-location restrictions to enhance security and compliance enforcement.  Trapezoid also enhances 
Catbird’s visualization, automation, and reporting of virtual infrastructure by providing new integrity, 
boundary, and trust data.  
   
About Catbird 
Catbird brings the power, agility and automation of the cloud to security policy and compliance, with a 
solution that automates, instruments, and enforces policy while providing proof of continuous compliance. 
Customers rely on Catbird for managing cloud and virtualized infrastructure subject to compliance 
requirements including HIPAA, PCI-DSS, FISMA and SOX. The company is a winner of four Best of Show 
Finalist Awards at VMworld, CRN’s 2013 Virtualization 50 and SC Magazine’s “Innovator of the Year” for 
virtualization security.  For more information please visit http://www.catbird.com.     
  
About Trapezoid 
Trapezoid markets the Trust Visibility Engine to Global 2000 companies seeking to establish secure, end-to-
end, client-to-cloud connections for meeting strict security compliance standards. By introducing Trust Data 
as a new security control for the enterprise cloud infrastructure, Trapezoid seeks to maximize global 
engagement of enterprise cloud operations. The company plans to further develop use cases for safeguarding 
sensitive data and mission critical workloads to achieve a multitude of compliance benchmarks through the 
implementation of trust data controls. For more information please visit http://www.trapezoid.com. 
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